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Mr Scott Gregson and Ms Sharon Clsncy 
Ausfralian Competition & Consumer Commission 
470 Northbourne Avenue 
Dickson ACT 2602 

Robert Paterson 
Commercial Lawyer 
Level 50, 101 Collins Street 
Melbourne Victoria 3000 

Telephone: 9653 9495 
Fax: 9653 9499 
e-mail: rpaterson@hottdesk.com 
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Dear Mr Gregson and Ms Clancy, 

Trade Practices Act 1974 - Section 9311) Notification of Exclusive Dealing by Konda 
Australia Motorcycle and Power Equipment Pty Ltd 

Thank you fox your letter of 1 March 2007 which I located on arrival this morning. 

1 have discussed the matter again with Honda MPE. 

Honda MPE informs me that it is not unusual for it to supply goods direct to someone other 
than the person who is purchasing the goods. For example, if a Dealer has borrowed or goods 
(being Honda products) from another Dealer and has to replace them, the first DeaIer puts in an 
order with Honda MPE, and is liable top pay for the goods, but helit specifies that the goods 
are to be delivered direct to the second Dealer. That arrangement could we17 apply with goods 
required by Leisure Generator Sub-Dealers, particularly with any bulky orders such as the 
initial stock they require. They will order from the Dealer, helit will order from Honda, and 
Honda MPE will be instructed to deliver to the sub-Dealer, which will occur when appropriate. 

My view, and that of Honda W E ,  i s  that sub-sections (2) and (3) of the Act are not concerned 
with payrncnt for the goods supplied, or the existence of a contract - other words would have 
been used if those factors were essential. In other words, we submit that direct physical 
delivery of goods i s  "supply" sufficient to attract the operation of subsections (2) and (3) of 
section 47. 

We would be pleased if you will consider this further submission. 

I will be pleased to discuss this matter if required (but I do have to go out almost immediately 
to the settlement of a transaction commencing at 3.30pm which could take some time). 


